U.S. Addressable Market. (Residential Real Estate Alone.)

MERGED Mission.
Merging #Proptech and #Fintech

Simplify and secure real estate transactions through
blockchain enhanced software and services that add trust,
transparency and efficiency of process throughout the
lifecycle for all stakeholders.

11 MM Transaction Sides Per Year
$1.6 T in Residential Sales
$370 B in Service Provider Fees
Enterprise Deployment (Distribution and Customers.)

Industry Problem and Solution.
Declining commissions, complicated and expensive tools, a
lack of transparency and trust, and outdated processes this is the unfortunate reality facing 3 million real estate agents
and over 15 MM consumers annually in the U.S alone. Driving
most of the frustration, is the lack of technology available to
modernize the process like that available in general society that
surrounds everyone daily. The technology offered by most
brokerages has a <10% adoption rate because most agents do
not trust their brokers and the tools offered are expensive and
overly complex. One compelling stat that highlights this fact
of low adoption and poor performance of existing solutions is
the average real estate agent spends 42% of their time on
non-revenue generating busy work.
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Subscriber Groups (Monthly SaaS, Services Revenue, Advertising Revenue.)
17. 5 MM Consumers

55 K Title Agents

180 K Brokerages
30 K Inspectors

$3.5 B to 6.8 B in annual revenue potential

Multiple Business Models. (Driving high value revenue streams.)

Expensive. Multiple 3rd party service providers,
technology costs are unreasonable, redundant
processes, awareness of alternatives.

Enter MERGED, a simple to use and affordable, SAAS based
activities management platform, built by real estate pros, for
real estate pros. MERGED simplifies and secures the real estate
transaction lifecycle by engaging, coordinating, and
credentialing all participants, reducing and automating routine
tasks, providing blockchain based document and event
security, and enabling inter-party payment solutions. The
MERGED platform fully leverages the network effect to enable
fast user growth beyond agents alone. Residential,
commercial, property management and REITs, are all types of
transactions, and their various participants, that will benefit
from the completed MERGED platform.

3.1 MM Home Services Providers

500 K Mortgage Lenders

Slow. Reliance on too many 3rd party service
providers, repetitive tasks, manual processes, and
poor scheduling and availability.

Exposed. Data vulnerabilities, lack of trust, lack of
secure payment options, fraud filled, overly litigious.

State License Auth. - 54

~ 3,000,000 Licensed Agents
Average Agent Spends - $848 and $1,410 yearly

Real Estate is Broken.

Siloed. Too many independent participants,
limited information sharing, forced reconciliation
between parties, technology inefficiencies.

REALTOR Assns. - 1250

IDVaaS
Identity
Verification

Competitive Advantage.
The leadership team at MERGED has substantial experience
pioneering technology and business process in the real estate
industry and beyond. The team has the practical knowledge to
identify and solve product feature gaps in the real estate industry.
By leveraging existing relationships we can gain traction fast, at
the highest levels of the industry. By engaging the natural network
effect of real estate, MERGED can broaden distribution of its
products and services generating an expanded subscription base.
Precise product features and pricing analysis enables MERGED to
cut through the noise and distractions created by the portals (Zillow,
Realtor.com) and big tech companies pushing “all-in-one” type
solutions that simply exaggerate the problems and are primarily
focused on the larger firms (that only do 27% of the business.)
Our ability to provide mass adoption, best practices based, risk
mitigation centric, affordable and easy to use solutions enables
MERGED to capture large user groups quickly.

SaaS

PaaS

DaaS

Software

Platform

Data

Phased User Scaling. (Real estate agents get the flywheel turning.)
Phase 1
Real Estate Agents. Consumers
Phase 2
Real Estate Agents. Consumers
Contractors. Insurers. Lenders. Inspectors. Title.
Phase 3
Real Estate Agents. Consumers
Contractors. Insurers. Lenders. Inspectors. Title.
Real Estate Finance (Banking. REITs. Tokenization. Payments.)

Near Term Products and Services.

Version 1.0 Workflow Summary.

Pro Forma Financials.

user account

New Transaction Created
Home Sale, Rental, Office Lease etc.
PROPERTY DATA IMPORTED

revenue opportunity
rich data opportunity

Client Invited

Creates new account / Web Portal

Signature Plus

Secure Cloud

Managed
Services

Digital iD

Business Data

M.Data APIs

Digital iD created, task lists shared,
Event logging, Notifications.
PARTICIPANT DATA VERIFIED
Coop Agent / Client, Vendors Invited,
Accounts and Digital iD created.
PARTICIPANT DATA VERIFIED

up to 12X

MERGED PLATFORM

Offer submitted, documents reviewed,
signed, blockchain secured, revisions,
event logging and more.

The MERGED Platform consists of several components that make up
the core product offering. To supplement revenue potential, many of
these components can also be marketed as stand alone products.

Inspection, Appraisal, Mortgage Docs,
Closing Instructions all uploaded,
reviewed, verified.
PROPERTY DATA VERIFIED

Initial Go to Market. (Starts with the Agent.)

Closing Occurs
PROPERTY AND PARTICIPANT DATA
VERIFIED

MERGED Consumer Portal
Post Closing / Ongoing Marketing and
Homeownership Engagement
DATA COLLECTION AND
VERIFICATION Multiple Revenue
Opportunities

Identity Verification as a Service.

ongoing

MERGED is preparing to launch the first digital
identity solution for the real estate sector, with a
bonafide use case. Other uses for the MERGED iD tool
that could connect to our core efforts include
banking, gig economy workers and third-party
initiatives.
The steady shift toward online transactions, and the rise of
crypto currencies, are helping create the next $20 billion
market. - FUEL by McKinsey
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MERGED iD can save MLS’s, Title Companies and
Mortgage Banks billions in user account and wire
fraud.
COMING Q1.2020

VERSION 1.0 was launched in early-October 2019 at the Florida
REALTORS CEO Symposium. Prior to that we conducted a beta-release
trial with 2 medium sized REALTOR associations with a total of
~20,000 agent members. During the beta offering we had a 57%
engagement rate and 1% churn over the 6-month test period.

More than half of the real estate agents in the US are members
of the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR). NAR is broken
into 54 State and Territory Associations and 1200+ local
associations. To get things going, we are making a private
label version of our product for the local associations to
provide to their members. We provide real world value to the
members (agents) and to the association itself. As of the writing
of this document we have commitments from 24 associations
whose rosters total 300,000+ real estate agent members. And
that is just for starters. We also have similar relationships with
the major MLS systems, and several state licensing agencies. In
effect, our distribution channels will also be customers.
Solving Real Problems. (Across the entire Real Estate Supply Chain.)
Real Estate as we know it is old and tired, and 3 million agents,
are faced with declining commissions and frustrated clients,
while outdated tools and processes consume 42% of their time on
non-revenue generating duties. MERGED solves the problem by
enabling agents to close more transactions using our low-priced,
easy-to-use tools that let them spend 90% of their time doing
what they love – selling and servicing customers.
The agents are the starting point, then everyone in the real estate
supply chain will benefit from the solutions provided by MERGED.
Tools that solve real problems, tools that drive revenue, and tools
that drive an industry in need of meaningful change.

Merging #Proptech and #Fintech

